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EMMIO
UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL AS A GLOBAL LEADER

International organizations play a critical role in global governance and in enabling
their partners to navigate increasingly complex and inter-related development
challenges. EMMIO aims to build a cadre of professionals with the skills and
knowledge required to make a mark as international civil servants and to contribute
to their organizations’ effectiveness and operational excellence. 

The Program combines solid academic frameworks with dynamic teamwork and a
strong focus on emerging trends and themes of the global development agenda.

Join the EMMIO Program be part of the future leaders of international
organizations. 

GRETA NASI | EMMIO Director

EMMIO is a unique master program that combines rigorous and
internationally renowned management education with a tailored and
hands-on approach focused on the specific management issues faced by
modern organizations. I was looking for a program that  provide
undoubtedly a really interesting opportunity for professional development,
include a blending of in situ and remote learning that would allow
participants to unlock management potential and leadership skills.

LEONARD OTTI |  EMMIO Alumnus



emmio prepares participants to tackle the main managerial
challenges of modern international organizations. more specifically,
it aims to:

  INCREASE participants’ abilities to set strategic priorities and
objectives, and monitor and assess individual and organizational
performance 

  ENHANCE understanding of the decision making mechanisms
and change management needs in complex  and decentralized
organizations

  ACQUIRE distinctive competencies to improve program
effectiveness and achieve operational excellence

  DEVELOP practical skills to effectively lead teams of professionals
and to manage and coordinate complex projects.

the emmio curriculum is designed to take into account the specific
environment and governance structures in which international
organizations operate, and in which managers are expected to
deliver tangible results. 

KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES
  strongly motivated professional 
 significant international exposure
 change agent, “shaker”
 5 to 15 years of prior working experience
 emotional intelligence and dedication to cause
 headquarter and field based

PARTICIPANTS’ PROFILE

TAKING THE WORLD 
TO MILANO WITH
EMMIO

The EMMIO program is extremely well
positioned to help create a new generation
of true leaders and skillful managers, able to
anticipate and tackle multifaceted global
challenges through strategic vision,
partnership, agility, resilience, innovation and
a results-orientation.

MICHAEL EMERY | DHR at IOM International
Organization for Migration



CLASS PROFILE - LAST 4 COHORTS



emmio is a 9-month program, from October 2019 to June 2020 structured in: 

  Two blocks of core face-to-face modules for a total of 25 full days in the classroom, alternating lectures delivered
by sda bocconi faculty, speeches by senior practitioners and interactive workshops, including simulations and role-
playing, case study discussions and group work.

  Distance Learning (DL) modules, for an equivalent of 15 full days attendance, delivered through webinars in a
virtual classroom environment and online forums allowing participants to complete assignments, receive expert
feedback, and interactively engage with each other.

  Executive Coaching for EMMIO Participants, which aims to help participants step in their current or future leadership roles and
is designed to serve individual development goals. one on one sessions will place throughout the year via a mix of media, in
accordance with the international coach federation ethics and confidentiality framework and are delivered by sda bocconi
certified coaches.

  Capstone Project, an opportunity for participants to act as advisors and to tackle a managerial challenge faced by their
organizations. working with sda bocconi mentors and peers, participants develop a blueprint for implementable solutions.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

the emmio knowledge base is a “living thing”. the emmio program leverages on high-level community of practices to
continuously generate and exchange knowledge on managerial issues and solutions:

EMMIO PATRONAGES AND PARTNERS

EMMIO is an important program for building the kind of
leaders who can break down the silos of bureaucracy and
do the real work of putting people at the centre.

MICHEL SIDIBE | Executive Director UNAIDS 
(the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS)

COACHING

9th - 26th October 2019

CORE MODULES
Focus on 
Envisioning 
and innovating

November 2019 - 
April 2020

DISTANCE LEARNING
MODULES
Focus on Managing 
and leading

11th May - 
28th May 2020

CORE MODULES
Focus on Managing 
resources and 
operations

29th May 2020

THE EMMIO FORMAT IS
COMPATIBLE WITH 
FULL EMPLOYMENT

TERM I TERM II
AND TERM III

TERM IV COMMENCEMENT
DAY



emmio combines a hands-on approach with a solid theoretical component, anchored around
management frameworks and tools tailored to the operational and institutional specificities of
international organizations.

active learning is supported by a comprehensive executive coaching component which runs
throughout the emmio program. 

the emmio learning path revolves around three main blocks of modules: 

  Envisioning and innovating: modules in this section scrutinize the complex and dynamic
environment within which international organizations operate; explore the main frameworks and
tools for strategic thinking and planning; tackle the building blocks of organizational design,
institutional governance and change management and foster participants’ ability to drive and
assess successful and sustainable innovation

 Managing and leading: modules in this section enable participants to effectively perform in
multicultural environments typical of large, decentralized international organizations. contents
also focus on managing ethically, result based management, public procurement and impact
investing

 Managing resources and operations: modules in this section take participants through the core
management functional subjects, ranging from budgeting and financial management to risk
management, from resource mobilization and branding to business process improvement and
operations

LEARNING MODEL INFORMATION

KEY FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM
• duration: 9 months

• core courses: two blocks at 
sda bocconi, milano, italy

• distance learning courses

• executive coaching

• capstone project

LOCATION
sda bocconi school of management
Via bocconi 8, 20136 milano

LANGUAGE
english

ENROLLMENT FEE
€ 25.000
financial support available. 
further details online

On a rolling basis

EMMIO DIRECTOR
greta nasi
greta.nasi@unibocconi.it

EMMIO PROGRAM COORDINATOR
alexander maximilian hiedemann
alexander.hiedemann@sdabocconi.it

LEARN MORE AND APPLY
emmio@sdabocconi.it

sdabocconi.it/emmio 

EMMIO is not just a Master's programme, 
it is a space to imagine, share our experiences
and challenges and debate alternative solutions. 
I feel empowered by being able to concretely
apply the valuable lessons learned at EMMIO in
my day to day tasks. EMMIO allowed me to step
up my effectiveness and enhance the value of
my contribution to my team. 
I look forward to capitalize on this experience in
years to come.

AHOOD ALFAHAD | EMMIO Alumna



SDA BOCCONI SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

SDA Bocconi School of Management has
been a leading institution in
management training for over 40 years.
The School’s mission is to help
individuals, companies and institutions
grow by promoting managerial culture,
knowledge and innovation.
MBA Programs, Executive and
Specialized Masters, Executive Programs,
Custom Programs, Applied Research,
Research Labs and Knowledge Centers
all contribute to this - a wide offering
aimed at professionals from all over the
world and from all sectors of the
economy. 
SDA Bocconi is among the leading
Business Schools in Europe and is among
the few to have gained the triple
accreditation - EQUIS, AMBA and
AACSB - which puts it in the élite of
Business Schools worldwide.
Choosing to study at SDA Bocconi in
Milan means choosing a stimulating
environment in Italy's entrepreneurial,
industrial and financial capital - a
gateway to Europe with a wealth of
connections and opportunities. Milan is
also synonym for culture, fashion, design,
taste and the art of living.
SDA Bocconi has also launched the 
pan-Asian hub with the opening of 
SDA Bocconi Asia Center, which aims to
enhance the School’s global presence.

follow sda bocconi on:iflx
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SDA Bocconi School of Management
via bocconi 8, 20136 milano, italy | tel +39 02 5836 6217-3546-6831 | emmio@sdabocconi.it | sdabocconi.it

accreditations memberships

rankings

Financial Times
Bloomberg Businessweek
The Economist - Which MBA?
Forbes
Espansione
QS

European Quality 
Improvement System

AACSB International
The Association to 
Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business

Quality Management System
Certification ISO 9001:2008
Financed Projects
Service Centre

Association of MBAs
MBA provision accredited

CFA program partner 
of CFA Institute
MCF program accredited

PMI-Project Management 
Institute Registered Education
Provider

Chartered Alternative 
Investment Analyst Association ®
Academic Partner

The Academy
of Business in Society

European Foundation for 
Management Development

The Association to Advance 
Collegiate Schools of Business

Partnership in 
International Management

Community of European 
Management Schools and
International Companies

The Italian Association for 
Management Education 
Development

Member of PRME
Principles for Responsible
Management Education

Member of GNAM
Global Network for 
Advanced Management

The Italian Association for 
Management Education
Development 
Full-Time MBA accredited
Executive MBA accredited

academic/program partnership
and certifications


